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The Hp-853-2F from Industrial Coolant Systems is a cost effective and simple way to add high 
pressure coolant to your machine tool. This system is designed for both milling and turning 
applications. The Hp-853-2 offers the easiest installation out of any high pressure system on 
the market. The system just needs to be supplied with coolant from your existing, low 
pressure pump and 230 volts (480 volt model available). Due to the “Auto-on” feature, no 
interfacing needs to be done between your machine tool and the Hp853-2 system. The 
pressure from your existing coolant pump triggers this system to come on. The Hp853-2 is 
built using a heavy duty steel frame with diamond plate sheet metal panels and 4 lockable, 
rolling caster wheels. The pressure is electronically adjustable via the variable frequency drive 
this system uses.  

Features: 

➢ 8 GPM up to 500 PSI (34 bar) 
➢ Compatible with every machine 
➢ “Cool-Control” 
➢ Easy installation 
➢ 230v (480v available) 
➢ 10 micron filtration 
➢ Output pressure gauge 
➢ Caster wheels 
➢ Small Footprint (15” x 21” x 28”) 
➢ 2 year warranty 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

The EcoFlow medium pressure coolant system provides great performance at a very 

economical price. This system utilizes our unique “Cool-Control” system. The EcoFlow only 

needs to be supplied with the required voltage, and coolant from your factory machine tool’s 

coolant pump. When your coolant pump turns on, the EcoFlow senses this and turns on, 

making installation unbelievably simple. This system uses a 10 micron bag filter and has a 

dirty filter alarm which can be interfaced into the machine tool. As with all our systems, it 

can be installed on virtually any machine tool on the market. This unit has a very small 

footprint (15”x21”x28”) to maximize workspace around the machine tool. This system is 

available in both a 500 PSI and a 1,000 PSI model. 

Medium Pressure  

Coolant System 
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Pressure 500 PSI (34 Bar) 
Flow Rate 10 GPM  

Adjustable Pressure Yes (Pressure relief valve) 
Filter 10 micron bag filter  

Voltage 3 phase, 230 volt (440 volt available) 
Filter elements  ICS part no. ICS-10-2 

Specifications: 


